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POINTWISE INVERSION OF THE SPHERICAL TRANSFORM

ON L"(G/K), 1 < p < 2

ROBERT J. STANTON1 AND PETER A. TOMAS2

Abstract. The inversion formula for the spherical Fourier transform on a

noncompact symmetric space is shown to hold a.e. for LP(G/K), 1 < p <

2.

1. Introduction. Let X = G/K be a symmetric space of noncompact type.

For K invariant functions on X Harish-Chandra defined the spherical trans-

form and proved an explicit inversion formula for a class of smooth functions

[4], [5] (see also [6], [2] and [8]). In [6] Helgason extended this transform to a

Fourier transform on CC°°(X) and deduced an analogous inversion formula.

The purpose of this note is to show that these inversion formulae hold a.e. for

Lp(X), 1 < p < 2.

Our method of proof is classical, following the presentation in [10] for the

Euclidean Fourier transform. We introduce a class of approximate identities

which can be majorized by the maximal function of Clerc and Stein [1]. The

pointwise inversion formula then follows as in the Euclidean case.

We begin with a brief review of some standard notation. Let G be a

connected noncompact semisimple Lie group with finite center and K a

maximal compact subgroup. Let G = KAN be an Iwasawa decomposition,

and let 21 be the Lie algebra of A with dimension 91 = /. Denote by P the set

of roots whose restriction to 31 is not identically zero and P+ the positive

roots in P, for some ordering. For later convenience we set q = |F + |/2. Let

91+ (91*) be the (dual) positive Weyl chamber and set A+ = exp 91+. Then

there is the decomposition G = KA + K. Haar measures are chosen so that:

¿777 is Lebesgue measure on 91; exp* ¿7a = ¿777; dk is normalized to have mass

1; dg = D(a)dkxdk2da, where 7)(exp 77) = IIae/>+|2 sinh a(77)|. If/is a func-

tion on A, we let/ = / ° exp; we shall often identify functions on X with right

K invariant functions on G. The negative of the Killing form gives a norm on

91 and induces a Riemannian structure on X. For x £ X (resp. 77 £ 91), we

let 7i(x, r) (resp. 5(77, r)) be the geodesic ball centered at x (resp. 77) of

radius r, and we let \B(x, r)\ denote the Riemannian measure of 7i(x, r).
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2. Approximate identities. In this section we develop a theory of approxi-

mate identities similar to that on Euclidean spaces. The first difficulty is

defining an appropriate notion of the dilation of a function. Let \¡/ be a K

bi-invariant function on G; then \¡/ is determined by its values on A and so we

may define the dilated function by its values there.

Definition. For e > 0 and H E 31 set

^(exptf) = e-(/+«\D(#r1/^D(e-,i/)1/2«Kexp e~xH).

It is obvious that dilation preserves positivity and smoothness. If tp is

supported in 5(0, R), \£e is supported in B(0, Re).

Lemma 2.1. // $ is in LX(G), then ||<y, < ||t//||„ for all e < 1, and \¡>0 =

lime_>0||i//e||] exists.

Proof.

\Mx=f\k(H)\D(H)dH
•'S!

= f \^(H)\Dx^(H)Dx^2(eH)e-" dH.

Now D(eH) is a product of factors |sinh a(eH)\, and e"'|sinh o:(eH)\ <

|sinh a(H)\ whenever e < 1, so that

\\^\\x<f\rP(H)\D(H)dH=\

Dominated convergence shows that lim^nHt//,,!! exists and is

f\t(H)\D(H)x/2[EaeP+2\a(H)\] dH.
In order to simplify matters somewhat we shall suppose henceforth that

e < 1 and that ^ is a radial function. That is, i// is a K bi-invariant function

and \p is a radial function. We also assume \f/ is smooth and t£" is supported in

B(0, 1); that \p is nonnegative and that ^0 is 1.

Convolution on G (or on X) is given by

f*g(x)=ff(y)g(y-ix)dy.
'G

Lemma 2.2. (a) /// is in CC(X) then

lim / * xpe(x) = f(x),   for all x E X.
e-»0

(b) If fis in L"(X)for 1 < p < oo, then

!*> It/**«-/«,-a
e—>U

Proof. This result is standard, requiring only general properties of dilation

and so we omit the proof.

Definition. Let / be a locally integrable function on X; define Mf(x) =

suPo<r<.l*(*. r)\-xSBM\f(y)\ dy.

Clerc and Stein [1] have shown that the map /(-> Mf is weak (1,1) and
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strong (p,p) for p > 1. Thus geodesic balls may be used to differentiate

integrals. A point x E X is said to be in the Lebesgue set of/if

lim\B(x,r)\-l(       [f(y)-f(x)\dy=0.
'-»0 •>B(x,r)

It follows that if / is in LP(X) for 1 < p < oo, the Lebesgue set of / has

comeasure zero.

Theorem 2.3. (a) If fis locally integrable on X,

rf(x)= sup   \f*h(x)\<c\mxMf(x).
0<r<l

(b) Iff is in Lp(X)for 1 < p < oo, then lim£^0/ * \pe(x) = fix) for all x in

the Lebesgue set off.

Proof, (a) We may assume/ is positive; it suffices to prove that if e < 1,

/ * t|/c(e) < c\\\p\\xMf(e) (e the identity in G). Now \p is a radial function which

we denote by \p(r), r > 0; f(x) = f(kxark2) = f(kxar) where ar = exp r77 for

some 77 £ 91+ of length 1. In fact, fixing an 770 E 91 of length 1 we may

express ar as exp ra ■ 770 where a varies over SO (I). We thus write f(x) =

f(k, r, a). Then

f*it(e) = £-'-«(   rP(e-xrH0)f      D^ro ■ H0)l/2D(ra ■ 770),/2
•'0 JSO(I)

X ff(k,r,a)dkdar'-x dr.
JK

A change of variables gives

f*Ue)=r*(rH0)X(r)r>-xdr

where

X(r) = t-" [      D(era ■ H0)i/2D(ra ■ 770),/2 ( f(k, re, a)dk da.
JSO(l) JK

Now i^ is a smooth function supported on 5(0, 1) and obviously dominated

by a decreasing smooth function <p supported in 5(0, 1) with ||<p||, <c||tp||1.

Then

f*Ue)< f\(r)X(r)r'-x dr.

We set A(r) = /^a(í)j/_ ' ds and integrate by parts getting

f*Ue)<9(r)A(r)Y0- CA(r) dy.

Since X(s) is locally integrable for each e, A(0) = 0; similarly A(l) is finite

while <p(l) is zero. Thus

/**.(«)< -CA(r)áp.
J(\
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The condition e < 1, we have seen, implies the inequality D(sro ■ H0) < £D(ra

■ H0), so that

\(r) < f      D (ra ■ H0) [ f(k, rs, a) dk da,
JSO(l) JK

and

A(r) <£-l[re f      D(e-xso ■ H0) [f(k, s, a) dk da s'~l ds.
J0   JSO(l) JK

Since r and e are bounded by 1, D(e~1so• H0) is majorized by 32qE~2qD(sa•

H0), for 5 < re. Therefore

A(r) < CE-'-2q\B(e, rE)\Mf(e)

and

/* U*) < ~cMf(e) (lE-'-2"\B(e, re)| dtp.

Integrating by parts once more and noting that

\B(e,r£)\= e'ff      D(eso-H0)s'~x da ds
'SO(I)

we obtain

/ * xpe(e) < cMf(e) f  [      £-2"D(eso- HQ)y(sH0) das'~x ds
J0 JSO(l)SO(l)

< c\\<p\\xMf(e) < c\\t\\xMf(e).

(b) The proof of (b) uses the same integration by parts trick as in (a).

Choose x in the Lebesgue set off; given 5 > 0 choose r0 such that if r < r0,

\B(e,r)\-xf       [f{xy-x)-f(x)\dy<8.
JB(e,r)

With <p chosen as above, choose e0 small enough that supp <jpe Ç B(e, rQ),

£ < eq. Precisely as above one shows

f<PÁy)\Axy-x)-f(x)\dy<c\\<p\\{8,

which establishes the result.

Remarks. (1) The class of approximate identities was chosen to make the

proof of Theorem 2.3 simple, more general results will not be needed here.

However, it is clear that virtually the same proof works for functions \p that

decrease sufficiently rapidly.

(2) The motivation for our definition comes from the case in which G is a

complex group. For such groups the spherical functions are particularly

simple, and a computation shows that the spherical transform of \pe, ̂ e(X),

equals \¡/(e\). However, taking this as a definition of dilation for Ga real

group, it is clearly impossible to derive a closed formula for the dilated

function >|/ in terms of \p, and so proofs involving change of variables cannot
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be used. The Paley-Weiner theorem shows that supp yV = e supp \p, and the

above program could be carried out in the presence of two additional results:

(a)if>>0,#>0;
(b) \p'e is dominated by a sequence of radial decreasing functions with

uniformly bounded Lx norms.

Both of these seem difficult; (a), for example, seems to require an inversion

formula for the map/i-> Ff. Since dilation does not preserve the property of

being decreasing even for the complex groups, it is less obvious how (b) might

be proved.

3. Fourier inversion. The spherical transform of a AT bi-invariant function /

is

f(X)= ff(x)<px(x-x)dx,
JG

where ç\ is a zonal spherical function and X is in 91* . For a class of smooth

functions, including Ccco(K\G/K), Harish-Chandra established the inver-

sion formula

f(x) = f f(X)<px(x)\c(X)\-2 dX.

The weight function |c(À)|~2 is explicitly known and of polynomial growth on

91*. We denote the Plancherai measure |c(À)|-2 dX by ¿//x(X).

Let 4>(X) be in Lx(d¡x(X)) and set

t(x) = f   «¿(A)<pA(x) dn(X).

Since |<px(x)| < 1, \p(x) is defined and in fact we have

Lemma 3.1. i|/ E Lq(G)for all q > 2.

Proof. From the integral formula for <px, X E 91*, we have

f e('A-')"<**>¿7A:| < f e-pH(xk)dk = S(x).

The important inequality for E(x) [3, p. 279] says

£(exp77)<c(l +\\H\\)de-«H\

here c, d are positive constants. As D(H) = IIoep+|2 sinh a(77)| and p

= {- 2ae/.*a, it is clear that Z is in Lq(G) for all q > 2. The lemma follows

from this and Holder's inequality.

Proposition 3.2. Let f be in LP(X), 1 < p < 2, and ¿in Lx(dn(X)). Then

f**(x)=(  ^(\)/*<px(x)¿7p(X).

In particular, iff is K invariant, then

/•*(*)- [  «í:(A)/(A)<px(x)¿/p(A).
J or*

<P\(*)\ =
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Proof. The first statement follows immediately from Fubini's theorem; the

second is a simple computation involving the product formula for tpx.

Theorem 3.3. Let f be in LP(X), 1 < p < 2, and x be in the Lebesgue set of

/• Uf * <P\(x) » in Lx(d¡i(\)), then

Ax)-i f*n(x)MX).

In particular, iffis K invariant and f is in Lx(dn(X)), then

f(x)=f  f(\)<px(x)d,x(\).

Proof. Let \pt be an approximate identity as in Theorem 2.3, so that in

particular \j/e has compact support. We observe first that the previous two

results apply to t|/£. Indeed, the Harish transform F^ is in CCX(A) [6, Lemma

5.4] hence the Euclidean Fourier transform of F^, F^,, is rapidly decreasing.

But it is well known that F^ = rpc and so \pe is in L (dn(\)). Moreover, the

inversion formula of Harish-Chandra shows that

Ux) = (   ^(X)«Px(x)^(X).

Then if/is K invariant and in LP(X), 1 < p < 2, Proposition 3.2 gives

/•*(*)-/   /(A)4(X)<pxWrfM(A).

But

to = flMexp H)<px(exp - H)D(H)dH
•'s»

= Í $(H)D(H)x/2D(EH)x/2E-*q)x(exp - EH)dH
•'81

and dominated convergence shows lime_>0 tpe(\) = \p0 (see Lemma 2.1). In

addition, \i(\)\ < ll^ll, \\<px\\x < ll^ll,, while / is in Lx(d(i(X)) so that
dominated convergence applies, giving

lim/**.(*)-/" f(\)<px(x) d^X).
£->0 ^3j»

But by Theorem 2.3, lime_^0f * \pt(x) = fix), provided x is in the Lebesgue set

off. '
Next we suppose only that / is in LP(X). As before, we begin with

Proposition 3.2

/♦*,(*) = f to/***(*)*(*)•
Repeating the above proof yields the result once we check that / * |<pA| is

uniformly bounded in \. This however follows by dominating tpA with the

basic spherical function and applying Holder's inequality.
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Remark. The inversion formula can be put into Helgason's Fourier trans-

form notation by using [7, (14) p. 116]. In the form given in Theorem 3.3, a

function is analysed into its projections in the various spherical principal

series, convolution with <px being the projection operator. For many questions

in harmonic analysis on X this seems to be a useful definition of the Fourier

transform on LP(X), 1 < p < 2 (see [9]).
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